**WHAT IS ADVOCACY?**

*Advocacy is* when you speak up for someone or something. It can also mean defending someone's rights, needs, and interests. You can advocate for yourself or for others.

*Advocacy can happen* at different levels, with small acts (writing a postcard) or big bold statements (standing in front of large crowds). Advocacy can happen by your everyday actions.

---

*Draw a picture of what advocacy means to you:*

1. #STOP
2. #VAPING
3. "THE "
4. "VIOLANCE"
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**Advocacy for me means spreading the word and making situations known and fighting for change.**

- Justice = Peace
- My body
- My choice
- It's been time for change
- Protect kids not guns
- Bond kindness not walls
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1. Bullying
   - Stupid
   - Best
   - Don't call me stupid

2. If he bullies you again, tell me and we can tell an adult
   - Thank you so much
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- From this
- To this

- With a good leader
- Help by the community

- Advocacy

- Both images can also show advocacy, left, by riot, & right, through peaceful protest